
Subject: Long service box
Posted by Jenneke on Wed, 12 May 2021 18:32:17 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Description
Fake leather paper and wood box. Greek golden rim. Gruen service crest inside. Has a metal
push button to open te case. Inside the case there is a black velvet removable holder for a wrist
watch. With an insert. Gruen wrist watch guarentee A71-1125120.

Period: 1925- 1930
Watch type: men wrist watch
Size: 15.6cm wide, 2.65cm high, 5.9 cm deep.
Inventor: unknown
Patents: pat. Mar. 10. 1925 (USD66772 Harold R Haerr) 

Box maker: Unkown. 

File Attachments
1) 03913FAF-F277-4D92-8BE8-DB14BAF8B904.jpeg, downloaded 564
times

2) C3CAB210-8C16-4A0C-9931-71A989135381.jpeg, downloaded 527
times
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Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by Jenneke on Wed, 12 May 2021 18:36:04 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Not sure how to use the insert. But I think like this:

The sticker in the lid is a bit strange. Michael Caplan seems to be a jewelry maker and not a
jeweler?

Advertisements found in the Roland Park Company’s Magazine from january and february
1928
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Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by afire on Thu, 13 May 2021 15:13:07 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I think it's not uncommon for custom jewelers to also carry retail items from other sources.  There
are a few places here in Madison that are like that.

Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by afire on Thu, 13 May 2021 15:16:16 GMT
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View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Also, I would love to fine a box like that, where half the band slides into a slot.  I have never seen
one before.  Now I'll have to keep an eye out.

Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by Jenneke on Thu, 13 May 2021 19:54:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I had never seen this type of box before, must be rare. The width of the slot clearly reflects the
period.

The square box and the longer one are still on my wishlist.  :) 

In the care instruction to things strike me:
- preferably wind your watch in the morning: why?
- a small watch will give its own warning and stop: are they saying it is no problem to wait until 
your baguette/cartouche stops?

Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by thesnark17 on Thu, 13 May 2021 22:49:37 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Wind your watch in the morning:

Watches keep their best time at their highest amplitude, because the balance behaves most like a
"free spring" (which is a theoretically perfect timekeeper) when at its highest possible amplitude.
Watches have lower amplitude on average across all positions when being worn (compared to
when sitting on a timing machine) due to the effects of body movement on the (gyroscopic)
balance. Winding the watch in the morning allows the overall amplitude to be higher during the
day then it would be if wound at night, which means that the watch keeps better time on the wrist.
Of course, you could wind your watch back up regularly through the day for even better results,
but most people wouldn't do something like that -- unless they're wearing an automatic watch! 

(One of the goals behind the development of the automatic watch was to maintain the highest
possible amplitude throughout the day, thus improving timekeeping. The other was to get a more
constant mainspring force, which also improves timekeeping, largely because the balance
amplitude follows the mainspring force linearly. Rewinding a manual watch every hour of the day
checks both boxes nicely but is not automatic.)

A watch's timekeeping is consistent over the course of a wind. For instance, sitting on a table, the
watch may begin by gaining a second over a few hours, then run perfectly on time for a few hours,
then run several seconds slow; and so on, as the mainspring runs down. And, if you left it on the
table every day, it would do the same thing every day (assuming temperature and orientation are
constant). If rewound at the same time every day, such a watch could be used to find the time
extremely reliably (probably to the second over several months, though it might be off by several
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minutes over that time-frame), due to the known and consistent errors in its timekeeping. This is
the principle behind marine chronometers. However, if rewound at irregular intervals (perhaps
after 30 hours on one day, and 16 hours the next, only to be wound again 4 hours later), the
timekeeping will be more erratic and not predictable. Much more erratic, if the watch is run far past
24 hours since a winding (for watches that are designed with 30-36 hour mainsprings. Watches
with longer mainsprings will be more resilient. This is one of the reasons why the best American
railroad watches carried 48+ hour mainsprings, even though they were intended to be wound
once a day.) All this to say that the watch will keep better time, if wound at the same time every
day.

And finally, there are only two times of day at which a regular person would think to wind a watch:
when they are putting it on, and when they are taking it off. Given that higher amplitude is more
important in the day when the watch is being worn, it makes sense to advise the user to make a
habit of winding the watch in the morning, when they are putting it on.

Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by thesnark17 on Thu, 13 May 2021 23:20:47 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Small watch gives its own warning:

All wrist watches have relatively comparable amounts of friction on the train when clean. The
mainspring is designed to deliver a reasonable amount of energy to overcome this load on the
train (which includes pivot friction, the balance action, and dirt as it accumulates). The mainspring
can only be a certain size to fit into the movement, so there is an upper limit on how much power it
can provide. For wrist watches, it isn't much.

As dirt gets into the movement, the friction will increase. As it does, the amount of mainspring
power delivered to the balance will decrease, causing the balance amplitude to decrease
(remember, power and amplitude are linearly related). This will result in the watch keeping more
erratic time due to low amplitude. Once the train is inhibited enough, the watch will stop before
reaching the 24 hour rewind point. Since the mainspring did not have much force to begin with,
you will find this effect quite noticeable once it begins. 

This is particularly noticeable if the friction increases because the oil gums up. Whale oil was used
from c.1840 to c.1960 for watches, and it has some interesting properties. First, it is more "oily"
and far more effective at preventing pressure-based wear, compared to modern synthetic oils.
Second, it does not significantly alter its properties over its working lifespan - it is stable (and
highly protective against wear) as long as it is liquid. Third, as it ages out, it becomes "gummy".
This rapidly increases the friction on the train and is sufficient to stop a small watch movement all
by itself. 

So, if you are following Gruen's advice, and using whale oil in your watch:
- If the watch gets dirty, it will stop or run irregularly, and you will know it needs service. If at that
point, you get it serviced, it will not have run long with dirt in it and there will be no damage.
- If the watch lubricants begin to age out, the watch will stop or run irregularly, and you will know it
needs service. &c no damage. 
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- If the watch is running without issue, you know that neither of the above cases is true, and you
can be confident that your watch is still clean and that the oil is protecting against wear.

The problem comes when you don't use whale oil! (which of course has not been available for
more than 50 years, since you have to kill whales to get it - don't use it!) Modern lubricants don't
behave the way whale oil does, and it's quite possible to run a wristwatch past the point where the
lubricants are protecting against wear, without noticing a change in timekeeping. So Gruen's rules
don't work any more. 

Also, as Gruen themselves point out, pocket watches have much higher power in their
mainsprings, so can push through dirt buildup and oil breakdown - possibly so well that the user
would not immediately notice the degradation in the timekeeping that would result (this is aided as
well by the fact that a pocket watch doesn't move around as much - nor is it usually in so many
positions - as a wristwatch, over the course of a day). And after the point where the lubricants stop
working, the pocket watch just keeps grinding itself to death until the user notices the drop in
performance, by which time it is far too late to do anything about it without extensive work (and
maybe not even then). Thus the warning.

Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by Jenneke on Sun, 16 May 2021 21:43:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Amplitude. I should have known that. Thanks for the extensive and clear explanation.

I never noticed differences through the day because I dont use them as time keepers. 5 minutes
off is ok by me. 

Quote:And finally, there are only two times of day at which a regular person would think to wind a
watch: when they are putting it on, and when they are taking it off.
 :blush:  not a regular person. Most of the times I think of it is a few seconds after I put it on my
wrist. Too late. 

Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by Jenneke on Sun, 16 May 2021 22:14:46 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Bugger that gruens rules wont work anymore. Quite possibly I do grind some of my watches a few
days per year. 

Whale oil  8o that is just.. a nono. But very interesting to know. So smelly non running watches
contain old animal oil. 

Googled a bit. It came from sperm whales, pilot whales (=delphins) or purpoise. I knew these
animals have a thick blubber layer, but in addition they also have a reservoir in their heads with
case oil. Its more like a liquid wax. One of the suppliers was Ezra Kelley’s, see a box/flask
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here:  https://educators.mysticseaport.org/artifacts/ezra_kelley_wa tch_oil/

Subject: Re: Long service box
Posted by thesnark17 on Sun, 16 May 2021 23:27:13 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Oh, I'm sure we all grind watches at least a bit. I know I don't service all of mine - but I do service
the ones I wear regularly. It would take a fairly long time to do serious damage. Of course, it is
cumulative damage...

I actually like it when a seller says that the watch doesn't run and the works seem gummy. That
usually means it's still got whale oil in it, which in turn means that it hasn't run since the '50s or
earlier.
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